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Langevin stabilization of molecular dynamics
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In this paper we show the possibility of using very mild stochastic damping to stabilize long time
step integrators for Newtonian molecular dynamics. More specifically, stable and accurate
integrations are obtained for damping coefficients that are only a few percent of the natural decay
rate of processes of interest, such as the velocity autocorrelation function. Two new multiple time
stepping integrators, Langevin Molly~LM ! and Brünger–Brooks–Karplus–Molly~BBK–M!, are
introduced in this paper. Both use the mollified impulse method for the Newtonian term. LM uses
a discretization of the Langevin equation that is exact for the constant force, and BBK–M uses the
popular Brünger–Brooks–Karplus integrator~BBK!. These integrators, along with an extrapolative
method called LN, are evaluated across a wide range of damping coefficient values. When large
damping coefficients are used, as one would for the implicit modeling of solvent molecules, the
method LN is superior, with LM closely following. However, with mild damping of 0.2 ps21, LM
produces the best results, allowing long time steps of 14 fs in simulations containing explicitly
modeled flexible water. With BBK–M and the same damping coefficient, time steps of 12 fs are
possible for the same system. Similar results are obtained for a solvated protein–DNA simulation of
estrogen receptor ER with estrogen response element ERE. A parallel version of BBK–M runs
nearly three times faster than the Verlet-I/r-RESPA~reversible reference system propagator
algorithm! when using the largest stable time step on each one, and it also parallelizes well. The
computation of diffusion coefficients for flexible water and ER/ERE shows that when mild damping
of up to 0.2 ps21 is used the dynamics are not significantly distorted. ©2001 American Institute
of Physics. @DOI: 10.1063/1.1332996#
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I. INTRODUCTION

The length of a~Newtonian! molecular dynamics~MD!
simulation is limited by the length of the time steps that c
be used. A moderate increase is possible using
Verlet-I1/r-RESPA ~reversible reference system propaga
algorithm!2 multiple time stepping~MTS! method, and a fur-
ther 50% increase can be attained with the mollified impu
method~MOLLY !.3 However, the fairly long time steps tha
would be justified by accuracy considerations alone are
possible due to numerical instability.4,5 On the other hand
for Langevin dynamics, the application of an appropria
MTS method, namely the extrapolative method LN,6 permits
time steps to be chosen on the basis only of accuracy
siderations and reproduces many properties of Newton
dynamics. In this paper we show for Newtonian molecu
dynamics the possibility of using very mild stochastic dam
ing to stabilize a MTS integrator for long time steps. Mo
specifically, stable and accurate integrations are obtained
damping coefficients that are only a few percent of the na
ral decay rate of processes of interest, such as the velo
autocorrelation function.

Two new MTS integrators, Langevin Molly~LM ! and

a!Electronic mail: izaguirr@cse.nd.edu
2090021-9606/2001/114(5)/2090/9/$18.00
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Brünger–Brooks–Karplus–Molly~BBK–M!, are introduced
in this paper. Both use the mollified impulse method for t
Newtonian term. LM uses a discretization of the Langev
equation that is exact for the constant force, and BBK–
uses the popular Bru¨nger–Brooks–Karplus integrato
~BBK!. These integrators, along with LN, are evaluat
across a wide range of damping coefficient, or collision f
quency, values. Using LM and mild damping of 0.2 ps21,
long time steps of 14 fs are possible in simulations conta
ing explicitly modeled flexible water. With BBK–M and th
same damping coefficient, time steps of 12 fs are possible
the same system. Similar results are obtained for a solv
protein–DNA simulation of estrogen receptor ER with est
gen response element ERE. The computation of diffus
coefficients for flexible water and ER/ERE shows that wh
collision frequencies of up to 0.2 ps21 are used the dynamic
are not significantly distorted. When larger damping coe
cients are used, as one would for the implicit modeling
solvent molecules, the method LN is superior, with L
closely following.

The paper is organized as follows: In Sec. II the mo
fied impulse method is motivated, as well as the use
Langevin dynamics for stabilization of the integrator in co
stant temperature dynamics. In Sec. III we describe sin
time stepping integrators for the Langevin term. In Sec.
0 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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we introduce the MTS integrators for Langevin dynam
and Langevin stabilization, including BBK–M, LM, and LN
In Sec. V we present an evaluation of the new integrat
along with LN. Finally, in Sec. VI we state the conclusion

II. MOTIVATION

Molecular dynamics for a classical unconstrained sim
lation requires the solution of Newton’s equations of motio

M
d2

dt2 X~ t !52“U@X~ t !#, ~1!

whereM is a diagonal matrix of atomic masses,X(t) is the
collective atomic position vector,U is the potential energy
typically given by

U5Ubonded1Unonbonded, ~2!

Ubonded5Ubond1Uangle1Udihedral1U improper, ~3!

Unonbonded5ULennard-Jones1Uelectrostatic, ~4!

and the gradient vector2“U@X(t)# is the force.
The Verlet-I/r-RESPA MTS impulse method splits th

force into different components whose dynamics corresp
to different time scales, which are then represented as ap
priately weighted impulses, with weights determined by co
sistency. Henceforward the time dependence will not be
cluded in the position or velocity vector. The impuls
method for two different time steps is

M
d2

dt2 X52 (
n852`

`

dt d~ t2n8 dt !“U fast~X!

2 (
n52`

`

Dt d~ t2n Dt !“Uslow~X!, ~5!

whered is the Dirac delta function, and the partitioning ofU
into U fast andUslow is chosen so that an appropriate time s
Dt for the slow part of the force is larger than a time stepdt
for the fast part.

Verlet-I/r-RESPA was proposed but not implemented
the authors of Refs. 1 and 7 and independently discovere
the authors of Ref. 2, who also demonstrated its usefuln
It permits an increase to 4 fs in the length of the longest ti
stepDt. When the method was introduced, it was predic
that there would occur resonances that might induce insta
ity if the frequency of the slow force impulse coincides wi
a normal mode frequency of the system.1,8 Resonance pro
duces an oscillation in the positions whose amplitude
creases with time. More surprisingly, there is also a prob
for long time steps just smaller than half the period of t
fastest normal mode.4,9 There is also empirical evidence th
time steps of 5 fs or greater are not possible with t
method.10

A. MOLLY: The mollified impulse method

MOLLY is a family of integrators4 that counteracts the
instabilities present in the MTS Verlet-I/r-RESPA integrato
This is accomplished by perturbing the potential using tim
Downloaded 29 Mar 2004 to 130.126.32.13. Redistribution subject to AIP
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averaged positions. The time average is obtained by do
dynamics over vibrations using forces that produce those
brations. Thus,

Uslow~X!→Uslow@A~X!#, ~6!

with the force defined as a gradient of this averaged po
tial,

2“Uslow~X!→2Ax~X!T
“Uslow@A~X!#, ~7!

whereAX(X) is a Jacobian matrix.
This perturbation is supposed to compensate for finiteDt

artifacts. Intuitively, averaged positions are better than
stantaneous values for a rapidly changing trajectoryX(t).
Perturbing the potential rather than the force ensures tha
numerical integrator remains symplectic.11 The force used by
MOLLY is the gradient of the perturbed potential. The pre
actorAX(X)T can be seen as a filter that eliminates comp
nents of the slow force impulse in the directions of the f
forces, and thus improves the stability of Verlet-I/r-RESP
Different averaging functions give rise to MOLLY integra
tors with different stability and accuracy properties. Here
present a time averaging that completely eliminates the c
ponents of2“Uslow in the directions of the fast forces. Ou
starting point is the backward Euler averaging:

A~X!5X2t2M21
“U fastest@A~X!#, ~8!

wheret is a parameter with units of time. This averaging
obtained with one step of backward Euler starting with ze
velocities. Backward Euler is chosen because of its sta
behavior in the limitt→`.

Assume thatU fastest(X) can be written asU fastest(X)
5x@g(X)#, whereg(X) is a vector of independent lengt
constraint functions. The elements ofg(X) are of the form

gk~X!5XTGkX2 l k
2, ~9!

where theGk are symmetric matrices andl k are rest lengths.
Thus, for example,

Ubond~X!5 1
2 KB@Agk~X!1 l k

22 l k#
2,

whereKB is a bond-force constant andl k is a reference bond
length. Similar formulations exist for the bond angle ener
employing the law of cosines in a triangle. Allowingt→`
gives the equations forA(X) andm,

M @A~X!2X#1gX@A~X!#Tm50, g@A~X!#50, ~10!

which constitute a method, termedEquilibrium* , that com-
pletely eliminates components of the slow force accelera
in the directions of the constraints. More specifically, t
acceleration due to the slow force,M21AX(X)T(2“Uslow)
is orthogonal to the columns ofgX

T . To see this, differentiate
Eq. ~10! to get

AX5I 2M21(
k

mkgXX
k , ~11!

gXAX50, ~12!

where thegXX
k are Hessian matrices, and then

~gX
T!TM21AX

T~2“Uslow!5gXAXM21~2“Uslow!50. ~13!
 license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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2092 J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 114, No. 5, 1 February 2001 Izaguirre et al.
Let Uxx be the Hessian matrix obtained from the pote
tial energyU, and r(A) represent the spectral radius of
matrix A. Reference 12 shows in the special case of quadr
potentials withU fast5U fastest that the stability condition for
Equilibrium* on the longest time stepDt is

Dt r~M21/2Uxx
slowM21/2!1/2,2, ~14!

rather than the more restrictive condition,

Dtr~M21/2UxxM
21/2!1/2,2, ~15!

of the leapfrog integrator. An earlier version of this avera
ing, calledEquilibrium, is in Ref. 13. In this paper a tech
nique to further stabilize MTS by adding a mild Langev
damping term is presented.

Finally, we illustrate the effect of applyingEquilibrium*
to a simple model problem. Consider a system of th
charged particles with unit masses connected by one sp
in one dimension~1D!, as illustrated in Fig. 1. This system
has a potential energy given by

~16!

which can be split into fast and slow components as hi
lighted above.

The Equilibrium* MOLLY method defines a perturbe
potential,

Û~x!5U fast~x!1Uslow@A~x!#, ~17!

where A(x) is found from Eq.~10!. Let A5@ x̄1 ,x̄2 ,x̄3#;
then g( x̄) is the vector of constraints withg1( x̄)5( x̄2

2 x̄1)22 l 2. The averaged positions and the MOLLY filte
matrix are given by

A~x!5F ~x11x22 l !/2
~x11x21 l !/2

x3

G , Ax~x!5F 1/2 1/2 0

1/2 1/2 0

0 0 1
G .

The result of applying the MOLLY filter to the slow
force,

Fslow~x!→Ax~x!T

3$F1
slow@A~x!#,F2

slow@A~x!#,F3
slow@A~x!#%T,

~18!

FIG. 1. System of three charged particles and one spring.
Downloaded 29 Mar 2004 to 130.126.32.13. Redistribution subject to AIP
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is to add equal forces to each atom at either end of the spr
thus not causing any stretching of the spring. Only a tra
lation of the spring system is produced. Thus, no instabi
due to the slow force impulse is introduced.

B. Regular Langevin dynamics

Regular Langevin dynamics models the effect of m
ecules not explicitly included in the simulation, such as s
vent molecules14,15 and molecules outside the boundary
the computational domain. The effect of the missing m
ecules on the dynamics of the solute macromolecule is in
porated by an electrostaticspotential-of-mean-force term
added toU(X), by random collisions~the random force vec-
tor below!, and by africtional drag on its motion through the

solvent~the friction term2gMẊ below!. This behavior can
be produced by a system of stochastic differential equati
given by

M dẊ52“U~X!dt2gM Ẋ dt1A2gkBTM1/2dW~ t !, ~19!

whereX is the position,Ẋ is the velocity,g is the collision
frequency,W(t) is a vector of independent standard Wien
processes~Ref. 16, p. 28!, kB is the Boltzmann constant, an
T is the Langevin bath temperature. These equations co
spond to a constant temperature ensemble.

In the classical solvent modeling application of th
Langevin equation~19!, the frictional term is assumed to b
proportional to the velocity of the system. The constant
proportionality or friction coefficient is given byg* mass. It
is useful to define 2/g as the velocity relaxation time: this i
the time it takes for higher-frequency motion to be damp
by a factor of 1/e. A typical value used for water as a solve
is suggested in Ref. 17 to beg550 ps21.

C. Effect of damping on the dynamics

Too large g overdamps the low-frequency vibration
modes. For example, spectral densities appear smoother
so does the decay of various correlations functions.15 How-
ever, it has been reported that the dynamics are preserve
stochastic methods as long as the collision frequencies
small enough. For example, Ref. 18 reports quantitativ
correct diffusion coefficients for argon. More recently, Re
15 and 19 use ag of 5–20 ps21 to stabilize MTS for the
protein BPTI. Plots of various spectral properties seem
indicate that several dynamical properties are preserv
However, diffusion coefficients are not computed. Furth
more, it is not clear whether such results extend to solva
systems. On the one hand, for fluids, the addition of eve
mild Langevin term may cause undue damping, since
velocity autocorrelation function decays much more slow
as t23/2, for three-dimensional~3D! liquids, see Ref. 20, p
310. On the other hand, for simulations of biological syste
this long tail effect should not be important.

D. Langevin stabilization

This work exploresLangevin stabilization, the use of
mild damping to stabilize otherwise unstable integrat
without distorting the dynamics. In the limit ofg50, New-
 license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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tonian mechanics would be recovered if it were not for
temperature control mechanism of Langevin dynam
Thus, any instabilities of the underlying MTS integrator w
become apparent asg approaches zero. A prescription fo
estimating the appropriate values ofg is to choose 2/g much
larger than the relaxation times of processes of interest, s
as the velocity autocorrelation function. Then, the compu
tion of dynamical quantities like the diffusion coefficie
serves to validate the proposed value ofg.

Once the largest possibleg that does not distort the dy
namics has been fixed, the largest time step can be d
mined. Numerical stability establishes the limit of the larg
time step that can be taken. The protocol just describe
used to determine appropriate values ofg andDt for several
MTS integrators applied to flexible water and solvated b
molecule systems. See Sec. V A.

The method as presented here does not yield a con
energy simulation but rather a constant temperature s
pling. However, it should give a physically reasonable sim
lation in the context of stochastic boundary conditions.21–24

III. SINGLE TIME STEPPING INTEGRATORS FOR
LANGEVIN DYNAMICS

Having considered the integrators for Newtonian dyna
ics and motivated the use of damping to stabilize them
description of the integrators for the Langevin term follow
As a starting point, Eq.~19! is rewritten as a system of tw
coupled first-order differential equations:

dX5V dt,
~20!

dV52M21
“U~X!dt2gV dt1A2gkBTM21/2dW~ t !,

whereV(t)ªẊ(t) is the velocity.
Various discretizations of Eq.~20! are available in the

literature, but a popular one is theBBK integrator:25 half a
kick:

Vn11/25~12 1
2 g Dt !Vn1 1

2 Dt M21@2“U~Xn!1Rn#; ~21!

drift:

Xn115Xn1Dt Vn11/2; ~22!

half a kick:

Vn115
Vn11/21 1

2 Dt M21@2“U~Xn11!1Rn11#

11 1
2 g Dt

, ~23!

where

Rn5A2gkBT

Dt
M1/2Zn, ~24!

andZn represents a vector of independent Gaussian ran
numbers of mean zero and variance one. The symbolsVn

andVn11 represent the velocities just before thenth kick and
after the (n11)st kick;Xn andXn11 are the positions before
and after thenth drift. Vn11/2 is a temporary vector of ve
locities after thenth kick.
Downloaded 29 Mar 2004 to 130.126.32.13. Redistribution subject to AIP
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It is reasonable to expect an integrator for Langevin d
namics be exact for constant force;Langevin impulse, one
such single time stepping scheme, is proposed in Ref.
This method was implemented and analyzed by one of
authors in Ref. 12. Another example of such a method is
one proposed in Ref. 26. Langevin impulse is based on
idea of splitting, and it samples from abivariate Gaussian
distribution. The Langevin impulse discretization of Eq.~20!
consists of half a kick, a ‘‘fluctuation,’’ followed by anothe
half a kick. The method ishalf a kick:

Vn1e5Vn2 1
2 Dt M21¹U~Xn!; ~25!

fluctuation:

Vn112e5exp~2g Dt !Vn1e1A2gkBTM21/2R1
n11, ~26!

Xn115Xn1Dt
12exp~2g Dt !

g Dt
Vn1e

1A2gkBT
M21/2

g
R2

n11; ~27!

half a kick:

Vn115Vn112e2 1
2 Dt M21

“U~Xn11!, ~28!

where

R1
n115E

tn

tn11

exp@2g~ tn112t !#dW~ t !,

~29!

R2
n115E

tn

tn11

$12exp@2g~ tn112t !#%dW~ t !;

tn115tn1Dt; Vn1e and Vn112e represent temporary ve
locities between thenst and (n11)st kick; andR1

n11 and
R2

n11 are joint Gaussian random variables of zero mean
some covariance matrixC. The procedure for generatin
these random variables is summarized in the Appen
These integrators are combined with MTS integrators
Newtonian dynamics in the next section.

IV. MTS INTEGRATORS FOR LANGEVIN DYNAMICS

The combination of single time stepping integrators
the Langevin term with MTS integrators for the Newtonia
term of Eq.~20! produces MTS integrators for Langevin dy
namics. The integrators that were implemented and tested
this paper are described next. The first three use symple
MTS integrators for the Newtonian term. The last one u
an extrapolative~and nonsymplectic! MTS integrator for the
Newtonian term. It is shown that with mild damping, sym
plectic integrators behave better than nonsymplectic on
However, for relatively large damping, there is no appar
advantage of using a symplectic integrator for the Newton
part.

A. BBK–I

BBK-I is the combination of the Verlet-I/r-RESPA
method with BBK. The only difference with the impuls
method is that in the innermost loop BBK is substituted
the Verlet/leapfrog method.
 license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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B. BBK–M

BBK-M is the combination of theEquilibrium* MOLLY
method with BBK. Like BBK–I, the only change is the us
of BBK is the innermost integration step.

C. LM

LM is a combination of theEquilibrium* MOLLY
method with Langevin impulse. Again, the only change
that in the innermost loop Langevin impulse is substitu
for the Verlet/leapfrog method.

D. LN: An extrapolative MTS integrator for Langevin
dynamics

LN is a method introduced in Refs. 9 and 15. It is a trip
time stepping method that combines constant extrapola
~CE! on the outer time step, midpoint extrapolation~ME! on
the medium time step, and midpoint BBK on the innerm
time step. This particular formulation is that of Ref. 6. T
motivation of LN is to avoid the instability due to the impu
sive nature of Verlet-I/r-RESPA by using a constant appro
mation of the force. CE and ME are unconditionally unsta
for g50; however, the magnitude of the eigenvalues of
propagation matrix is bounded independently of the lo
time stepDt. For CE and ME to be stable, a modera
amount of damping is needed. The instability of ME at sm
outer time steps is milder than that of CE, even though i
not bounded. These results motivate the choice of integra
for the different force components in LN: The slow forc
with the longest time step are integrated using CE; wher
the medium forces are integrated with ME.

Assume that the medium time stepDtm5k1 dt and the
longest time stepDt5k2 Dtm , wherek1 andk2 are integers.
Then, given positionsX and velocitiesV, one long step of
LN consists ofslow force evaluation:

Fslow
ª2“Uslow~X!, ~30!

followed by k2 steps of$

medium force evaluation:

Fmed
ª2“Umed~X1 1

2 Dtm V!, ~31!

followed by k1 steps of$

half a drift:

XªX1 1
2 dt V; ~32!

kick:

F fast
ª2“U fast~X!, F rand

ªA2gkBT

dt
M1/2Zn, ~33!

Vª
V1 1

2 dt M21~Fslow1Fmed1F fast1F rand!

11g dt
. ~34!

half a drift:

XªX1 1
2 dt V. ~35!

%
%
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V. NUMERICAL EVALUATION OF LANGEVIN
DYNAMICS INTEGRATORS

Results of numerical evaluation of the four integrato
for Langevin dynamics described above are reported h
Most experiments were performed usingflexible water; that
is, vibrations of bonds and angles are included in the TIP
water model.27 The potential energy of flexible water i
given by

Uelectrostatic5C
qiqj

xi j
, ~36!

ULennard-Jones54e i j F S s i j

xi j
D 12

2S s i j

xi j
D 6GSW~xi j !, ~37!

Ubond5KB~xi j 2 l i j !
2, ~38!

Uangle5KA~u2u0!2, ~39!

wherexi j 5ix¢ j2x¢ i i . For our discussion these potentials a
split as follows:

U fast5U fast,bonded1U fast,nonbonded, ~40!

U fast,bonded5Uangle1Ubond, ~41!

U fast,nonbonded5U fast,elect1ULennard-Jones, ~42!

U fast,electrostatic5UelectrostaticSW~xi j !, ~43!

Uslow5Uelectrostatic2U fast,electrostatic. ~44!

The switching function SW(xi j ) serves to split the elec
trostatic potential into slow and fast parts~and also to bring
the Lennard-Jones force to zero smoothly! so that the force is
a derivative of the potential even with a cutoff.28 It is defined
by

SW~xi j !55
0, if xi j .cutoff,

1, if xi j >SWon ,

~cutoff22xi j
2 !~cutoff212xi j

2 23 SWon
2 !

~cutoff22SWon
2 !

if SWon<xi j ,cutoff .

For flexible water, C5332.0636~kcal/mol! K21, KA

555~kcal/mol!degrees2, KB5450~kcal/mol!Å 2, qO

50.417 e, qH520.834 e, l OH50.957 Å, l H–H51.514 Å,
u05104.52°. The Lennard-Jones parameters aresH–H

50.4 Å, sO–H51.752 53 Å, eH–H50.046 kcal/mol, eO–H

50.083 65 kcal/mol.
Earlier experiments suggest that flexible water mod

are particularly sensitive to destabilizing artifacts in nume
cal integrators.10 The successful use of time steps of 6
usingEquilibrium* MOLLY is reported in Ref. 3.

The criterion used to measure accuracy is to consider
worse of the errors in average total energy and temperat
In particular, the deviation from the ‘‘correct’’ average e
ergy is computed by comparing against a trajectory w
Dt51 fs for a giveng. An error of at most 3% is considere
accurate. Similarly, the error of the average simulated te
perature with respect to the Langevin temperature was c
 license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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puted. In general, the error in the energy is observed to b
stricter measure of accuracy than is the error in the temp
ture.

Finally, to show that with the proposed value ofg one
obtains the correct dynamics, we also obtained the m
square displacementR(t) as a function of time and the sel
diffusion coefficient D using Einstein’s relation 3D
;R(t)/(2t). The procedure to compute these quantities
described in more detail in Refs. 14 and 29, among oth
The self-diffusion coefficient was computed by averag
over all molecules and all time origins of 250 ps simulatio
of a 10 Å radius sphere of water with 141 molecules.

To get the diffusion coefficient for liquid water on
would normally use periodic boundary conditions to avo
surface tension effects. The molecular dynamics prog
NAMD, version 1.5, in which we tested our methods does
implement periodic boundary conditions with an Ewald su
although it is implemented inNAMD 2.1.30 Hence, we have
used spherical constraints with a radius of 11 Å. The qu
tities we compute are not physically correct but they are
the same nature as the physical quantities and should s
well to compare the proposed methods to the leapf
method, which is of a known quality. The protein–DN
simulation of the estrogen receptor ER and part of the D
of an estrogen response element ERE31 was solvated in a 35
Å radius sphere of flexible water with 17 527 atoms. It w
tested using BBK–M inNAMD 2.1. Periodic boundary con
ditions in all directions were used, and the periodic box

TABLE I. Higher accuracy resultsfor Langevin dynamics methods on a 1
Å radius sphere of flexible TIP3P water: maximum time stepDt for an error
of 0%–0.4% in the energy.

Dumping
g ~ps21!

LM BBK–M BBK–I LN

Dt(fs)

0.2 10 8 N/A N/A

0.5 12 11 N/A N/A
1 15 11 5 N/A
5 15 9 7 N/A

10 15 16 7 6
20 15 16 8 10
50 20 17 8 50

100 25 6 4 N/A

TABLE II. Lower accuracy resultsfor Langevin dynamics methods on a 1
Å radius sphere of flexible TIP3P water: maximum time stepDt for an error
of 0.4%–5% in the energy.

Dumping
g ~ps21!

LM BBK–M BBK–I LN

Dt(fs)

0.2 14 12 N/A N/A

0.5 16 15 N/A N/A
1 16 16 N/A N/A
5 17 18 N/A 7

10 17 18 11 15
20 25 25 17 21
50 35 18 16 50

100 40 7 N/A 50
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closed the whole system. The force field parameters w
those ofCHARMM 22 for proteins32,33 and nucleic acids;34

parameters for a zinc patch for DNA were from Ref. 35.

A. Results with Langevin stabilization

Accuracy results for Langevin stabilization of flexib
water are summarized in the first numerical row of Table
and II. Note that BBK–I and LN are not suitable methods f
Langevin stabilization. On the other hand, Langevin stab
zation of MOLLY is very successful: using LM, long tim
steps of 14 fs are possible for moderate accuracy, and
time steps of 10 fs for higher accuracy; both sets of result
a g50.2 ps21. LM is more accurate and is able to tak
longer time stepsDt than BBK–M in all cases. Our tests o
LN combine medium and fast forces; LN does not produ
satisfactory results for Langevin stabilization, since the u
derlying extrapolative nonsymplectic integrator is uncon
tionally unstable forg50, which can only be overcome with
a relatively large dampingg of 20 ps21 or greater.

Table III shows that for flexible water with ag
50.2 ps21 for all stable time steps, for both LM an
BBK–M, the diffusion coefficients are correct, compared

TABLE III. Self-diffusion coefficientsfor Langevin dynamics simulations o
141 flexible TIP3P water molecules. It was computed using Einstein’s r
tion for 20 ps chunks of 250 ps trajectories, averaging over all time orig
and oxygen. The error bar is given by one standard deviation. The row f
friction coefficient g50.0 corresponds to leapfrog~for the BBK–M col-
umn! andEquilibrium* ~for the LM column!. Note the pronounced effect o
damping in the diffusion coefficient for values ofg greater than 0.2.

Damping
g ~ps21!

BBK–M LM

Dt (fs) D (1025 cm2/s) Dt (fs) D (1025 cm2/s)

0.0 1 5.260.1 1 5.260.1
0.2 6 5.260.1 6 5.060.3

8 5.160.1 8 5.060.3
10 4.960.2 10 5.260.3
12 4.960.1 14 5.160.2

0.5 1 4.060.2 1 4.860.4
12 3.660.1 12 3.660.2
15 3.460.1 16 3.760.1

1.0 7 3.260.2 1 2.760.1
17 3.160.1 16 2.960.2

10.0 1 1.0960.01 1 1.0760.04
16 1.0860.01 16 1.0460.01

TABLE IV. Self-diffusion coefficientsof Langevin dynamics simulations o
a protein DNA interaction of the estrogen receptor ER and part of the D
of an estrogen response element ERE in a 35 Å radius sphere of water
17 527 atoms. It was computed using Einstein’s relation for 10 ps chunk
20 ps trajectories, averaging over all time origins and all atoms. The e
bar is given by one standard deviation. The row for a friction coeffici
g50.0 corresponds to the Verlet-I/r-RESPA method.

Damping
g ~ps21!

BBK–M

Dt (fs) D (1025 cm2/s)

0.0 4 1.260.1
0.2 8 1.160.3

10 1.260.2
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those of leapfrog andEquilibrium* MOLLY with a time step
of 1 fs. Table IV shows similar, albeit less extensive, resu
for the solvated ER/ERE system.

B. Results with Langevin dynamics

The results for regular Langevin dynamics are summ
rized in the last five rows of Tables I and II. LN is the be
method for this application, allowing long time steps of 50
usingg550 ps21. These results are consistent with Ref. 1
which reports long time steps using LN of 12 fs for flexib
water, 48 fs for a biomolecule in water, and 96 fs for
biomolecule in vacuum. LM performs nearly as well: wi
g550 ps21, time steps as large as 35 fs are possible. Thi
superior to BBK–I or BBK–M, for which the maximum
time step is 16 fs. In general, LM allows greaterg andDt to
be taken than BBK–I and BBK–M. For example, time ste
of 50 fs can be taken withg5100 ps21 using LM. A sum-
mary of the results appear in Fig. 2. For the modeling of
implicit solvent, LM is inferior to LN.

C. Implementation and performance

All the methods described here are implemented in
testing program calledPROTOMOL.36 The performance of
Equilibrium MOLLY, with and without Langevin damping
was evaluated using the parallel molecular dynamics p
gram NAMD 2.1. The test problem was the protein–DN
simulation of ER/ERE described above. Timings are sho
in Table V, and method speedups are shown in Table V

Parallelism is achieved by doing a spatial decomposit
of the system into boxes called ‘‘patches’’ with the co
straint that each H group is kept in a single patch. An
group is a heavy atom and all hydrogens covalently bon
to it. A patch resides completely in one processor.Equilib-
rium parallelizes well, since the averaging is performed
each H group independently of all other H groups, i.e.,
groups decouple for the averaging: All the informati
needed to do the averaging and mollification, that is, co

FIG. 2. Maximum achievableDt for 4 MTS Langevin dynamics integrators
The accuracy criterion was that the error in the average energy was no
than 3% with respect to the average obtained with leapfrog andDt51 fs.
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puting A(X) and 2AX(X)T
“Uslow, is local to the patch;

thus, there is no extra communication requirement. There
however, an extra memory requirement needed to store
averaged positions. The filter matricesAX(X)T are not
formed completely, but rather the matrix–vector produ
2AX(X)T

“Uslow is computed fromX and A(X). An effi-
cient computation ofAX(X)T for Equilibrium* is presented
in Ref. 12. It makes use of the special structure of this m
trix.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

This paper has shown that it is possible to stabilize sy
plectic integrators for molecular dynamics using very m
damping that is less than the decay rate of the velocity a
correlation function. This was illustrated by introducing LM
it combines theEquilibrium* mollified impulse method,
which extends the stability of the Verlet-I/r-RESPA impul
method, and a Langevin impulse method, which is exact
constant forces. BBK–M, a close variant of LM, can ta
long time steps of 14 fs with ag of 0.2 ps21. BBK–M has
been implemented and tested with biomolecules in exp
flexible solvent in the parallel molecular dynamics progra
NAMD 2.1. It is three times faster than Verlet-I/r-RESPA on
protein–DNA simulation. It is possible that combining eve
stabler MOLLY methods with mild damping, one ma
achieve time steps for molecular dynamics that are only l
ited by accuracy, rather than stability. Also, our computat
of diffusion coefficients suggests that Langevin stabilizat
is applicable to solvated biomolecular systems: this is s
ported by preliminary results on a solvated protein–DN
simulation of the estrogen receptor ER and the DNA of
estrogen response element ERE. Nevertheless, a more e
sive study and consideration of this question would m
clearly specify the limitations and applicability of the met
ods presented here: for constant temperature simulation

ore

TABLE V. CPU timesfor NAMD 2.1 on the estrogen receptor ER/ERE a
water system with 17 527 atoms for 1008 fs. The number of processo
denoted byp. The machine was an HP K-box running HPUX 11.

Method
Dt,dt
~fs! p51

2
~seconds! 4

Verlet-I/r-RESPA 4,1 23 783.8 14 052.9 7425.3
Equilibrium 6,1 17 929.4 10 437.2 5644.0
BBK–M 16,1 8684.3 4949.3 2704.4
BBK–M 16,2 7305.2 4232.3 2266.7

TABLE VI. Method speedupsfor NAMD 2.1 on the estrogen receptor ER
ERE and water system with 17 527 atoms for 1008 s. The number of
cessors is denoted byp. The machine was an HP K-box running HPUX 1

Method
Dt,dt
~fs!

Method
speedup

Verlet-I/r-RESPA 4,1 1
Equilibrium 6,1 1.3
BBK–M 16,1 2.8
BBK–M 16,2 3.3
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the presence of stochastic boundary conditions, and a
alternative to~and possibly combined with! extended Hamil-
tonian methods such as Nose´–Hoover.
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APPENDIX: GENERATION OF RANDOM VARIABLES
FOR THE LANGEVIN IMPULSE INTEGRATOR

The procedure for generating the random variables
Langevin impulse, given in Appendix B of Ref. 19, is sum
marized here for reference. To integrate,

I ~ f !5E
0

T

f ~ t !dW~ t !, ~A1!

one can use the following facts:I ( f ) is a Gaussian random
variable, E@ I ( f )#50, E@ I ( f )2#5*0

Tf (t)2 dt, E@ I ( f )I (g)#
5*0

Tf (t)g(t) dt.
Thus, one can obtain *0

Tf (t)dW(t) from
@*0

Tf (t)2 dt#1/2Z, whereZ is a Gaussian random number
mean 0 and variance 1. To generate other integ
*0

Tg(t) dW(t) we need to take the covariance of these r
dom variables into account. Jointly Gaussian random v
ablesY1 ,Y2 ,...,Yk with mean vectorm and covariance ma
trix C can be generated by the following formula:

YW 5C1/2ZW 1m, ~A2!

whereZW is a vector of independent standard Gaussian r
dom numbers of mean 0 and variance 1 andC1/2 is a
Cholesky factor satisfyingC1/2C1/2

T 5C. For our integrator
the elements ofC are the variances

c115E
tn

tn11

$exp@2g~ tn112t !#%2 dt,

~A3!

c225E
tn

tn11

$12exp@2g~ tn112t !#%2 dt,

and the covariance

c125c21

5E
tn

tn11

exp@2g~ tn112t !#$12exp@2g~ tn112t !#%dt.

~A4!

We choose@R1
n11,R2

n11#T5C1/2@Z1
n11,Z2

n11#T as in Eq.
~A2!.

Given next are the analytical values for the integrals
Eqs.~A3! and ~A4!:
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c115
1

2g
@12exp~22g Dt !#, ~A5!

c225Dt2
2

g
@12exp~2g Dt !#1

1

2g
@12exp~22g Dt !#,

~A6!

c125c215
1

g
@12exp~2g Dt !#2

1

2g
@12exp~22g Dt !#.

~A7!

The Cholesky factor for the 232 covariance matrix is

C1/25F Ac11 0

c21

Ac11

Ac222
c21

2

c11

G .

Let t15(1/g)@12exp(2g Dt)#, and t25(1/2g)@1
2exp(22g Dt)#. Then the random numbers needed for t
algorithm are

FR1
n11

R2
n11G5F At2 0

t12t2

At2

ADt2
t1

2

t2

G FZ1
n11

Z2
n11G . ~A8!
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